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By Jessica K Hylton

Headmistress Press, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. In The Great Scissor Hunt, Jessica K. Hylton showcases emotions on the
edge. This is a collection full of turbulent inner dialogue-a war within the poet s mind-stuck
straddling the fence between lust and love, forgiveness and hate, grand images and mundane
trivialities of daily life, and an intense, almost childlike longing for home, coupled with an
overpowering desire for adventure and the unknown. These emotions are presented raw and
uncensored, and are woven together with sharp humor and skeptical nostalgia. The characters we
meet are flawed and often unreliable, moving with uncertainty through their relationships. As
readers, we are left not only questioning the nature of our desires, but the ways in which we came
to those desires in the first place. -Jess Hager [T]here s something/Intoxicating about the taste of
skin/Designed to peel away, Jessica K. Hylton writes in her incisive collection of poems, The Great
Scissor Hunt, poems that seek language for the excess of bodies and the excess of loves that are not
written in the skies/But scarred into wrists. Inevitably, language fails these bodies and sensations,
but instead...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is really gripping and fascinating. it had been writtern extremely perfectly and useful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Leopold Hills-- Leopold Hills

Totally among the finest publication I actually have at any time study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I found out this
publication from my dad and i suggested this pdf to discover.
-- Karolann Deckow IV-- Karolann Deckow IV
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